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Open Evenings 
Welcome 
Students and 
Faculty 
Be sure to take advantage 
of our Redken Special 
for September 
Help Repair Your Sun Damaged Hair 
20% Off 
All Sizes of Climattress 
Moisturizing Conditioner 
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Stark ready to start working 
eaaceal %awe 
74 on the Plaza E. 
Downtown Winona 
by Jim Riccioli 
Now that President Thomas F. 
Stark has taken office he has begun 
working on the issues and 
problems which accompany 
running Winona State. 
Stark was selected by the State 
University Board April 28 to 
replace Dr. Robert Hanson. 
The problems and issues —
retrenchment decisions, re-
examination, enrollment declines, 
regional campus questions, presi-
dential roles and relations and 
private-level fundraising — are 
areas which Stark told University 
interest groups he would begin 
studying immediately. 
But, he said, he doesn't have 
instant solutions for all the 
problems. "Some things I'll be able 
to decide on day one," Stark said. 
"But others will take some time." 
He said, however, he is certain 
that retrenchment decisions will 
definitely be the first issue dealt 
with because of the issue's 
importance and because of the time 
factor. 
Faculty who were laid off 
through the decisions must know 
as soon as possible if they are to 
return next year or if they should 
accept employment elsewhere for 
the fall term, according to Stark. 
As the demographics released 
by WSU and the Higher Education 
Coordinating Board indicated, 
enrollment is expected to decline 
Dr. Thomas Stark 
strongly until the mid 1990's. In 
fact the day before his selection, 
the HECB released the most recent 
estimations which stated WSU 
should expect decreases of up to 30 
percent by the 1994-95 school year. 
But Stark insists that those 
declines can be partially set off by 
tapping other resources, notably 
the middle age, returning student 
market which other HECB figures 
say is on the rise. 
Another way to improve the 
WSU outlook, Stark said, is to look 
towards Rochester and its 
published needs for higher 
education. 
In fact, this issue received much 
attention at the final interview on 
selection day. Various SUB 
members asked all three finalists 
for their feelings on expanded 
program offerings in Rochester, 
and each candidate strongly  
supported the possibility of WSU's 
role in meeting the community's 
needs. 
"Someone else will meet the 
needs of Rochester if WSU 
doesn't," Stark told the SUB. "If 
someone else steps in, it could be to 
the disadvantage of the 
university." 
Raising funds from private 
donors, Stark noted, might be 
another way for the university to 
avoid making additional cuts and 
keep the budget in the black. 
"Once it was unheard of that a 
public university would ask for 
private donations. That's not true 
for the future," Stark said. 
He said fundraising needs to be 
coordinated through the university 
itself and that the president should 
provide information to potential 
donors. 
The president should make the 
doors of the university open to 
everyone so that people can see 
that WSU is an institution of high 
quality, Stark said. 
"I'll have to spend time with 
groups throughout the service 
region," he said. 
According to Stark a president 
should be involved with as many 
student activities as well. 
"I should be where the students 
want me to be," he said. "Students 
are a product of the university. If 
the university fails, it might be 
because it didn't consult with the 
students." 
Pregnant? 
and afraid? 
There is a friend who cares. 
B irthright 
452-2421 
free pregnancy test 	 free confidential help 
Welcome Back Students 
Stop In and See Us 
Lee for Jrs. and Guys 
Sweaters for Fall 
Hang Ten, Organically Grown 
Santa Cruz, Zodiac Boots 
Minnetonka Moccasins 
Handbags from Davey 
Zena & Much More 
We offer sweaters and sportswear at factory direct 
prices, and we fully guarantee them. We guarantee 
that every item we sell will give complete satisfaction 
or you may return it and we will replace the item or 
refund your money, whichever you prefer. 
We're proud of our American made sweaters, our fac-
tory direct prices and our straight forward guarantee. 
America's fine wool sweater maker since 1943 
OUR GUARANTEE 
We guarantee that every item we sell will give complete 
satisfaction or you may return it and we will replace the item or 
refund your money, whichever you prefer. 
Mflmme). 	 ]ALL 
FAcToity 01JTLET 
BIKES 
LIMITED 
Annual "Better Late Than Never Sale" 
Unbelieveable Prices on Bikes and Accessories 
ALL TREK BIKES ON SALE 
NOW 
Ross 3 speeds, reg. $159.95 	 $130.95 
KHS Gran Sport, reg. $219.95 $189.95 
Lotus Special, reg. $144.95 	 $129.95 
Lotus Elite, reg. $219.95 $179.95 
Golden Arrow 10 speeds, reg. $144.95 	 $ 99.95 
BMX Mongoose, reg. $235.00 	 $169.95 
All Other Bikes On Sale 
Under $400 — 10 0/o Off, Over $400 — 15 0/0 Off 
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST 
Kirtland Tour Paks 20 0/o Off 
Bicycle Clothing 20 0/0 Off 
Bicycle Shoes 20% Off 
Helmets 20 0% Off 
• Wonderlites Reg. $8.50 Now $5.00 
27x1 1/4 Swallow Tires, Reg. $7.00 Now $4.00 
27x1 1/4 IRC Tires, reg. $8.00 Now $5.00 
OUR BIGGEST SALE OF THE YEAR 
BIKES LIMITED 
452.4228 
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Arndt plans to inform, involve 
by Catherine Schuler 
While Brad Arndt said he thinks 
last year's Student Senate 
accomplished a lot, he said he 
doesn't think they went far enough 
with their efforts. 
The Winona State Student 
Senate President-elect said the 
main problem with the Senate in 
the past has been its failure to 
inform the student body. 
He said he is "strongly against 
the way the Student Senate has 
informed students. They have not 
informed them to the potential 
they could have," he said. 
According to Arndt, providing 
information to students is one of 
two major things that need to be 
done by Senate, and he hopes to 
work on that next year. 
In order to better inform 
students, Arndt said that public 
relations and information to the 
students has to be vast, and that 
all possible media must be used. 
He said the key is this — to 
inform, interest and then involve 
students. 
Brad Arndt 
His second major point, he said, 
will be to increase the productivity 
of the Senate. He said he plans to 
get more non-senators involved 
and to get them to work for the 
Senate. 
Their incentive, he said, will 
come from the experience these 
students will gain from learning 
what it's like to work within a 
governing body. 
Another incentive, he said, will 
be to make a better society for 
students on campus. 
Finally, he said, such experience 
will look good on these students' 
job resumes. 
"The more people you can get 
involved and the more organization 
by executive committee, the more 
productivity you will have," he 
said. 
Arndt said he plans to continue 
with many of the things the Senate 
has done, but to make sure there is 
more student awareness. 
He said he hopes to take better 
advantage of the resources 
available to the Senate to increase 
this awareness. 
According to Arndt, "Visibility 
is one thing that a president has to 
have. Visability and availability. 
That means I will be at as many 
functions as possible, and that even 
includes going downtown and 
talking to people at the bars." 
"We can't work as separate 
entities," he said. "There needs to 
be a working network. He added 
that he intends to work at the 
students' level. 
He said he plans to have a very 
close working relationship with 
University President-elect Thomas 
Stark and Faculty President-elect 
Judy Schlawin. 
Schlawin ready for 'tough job' 
Paint on Color I or 520.50 to S25.00 
Brightening Colo, To Water,. To Cool 
by Paul Burmeister 
Judy Schlawin doesn't like to 
step on toes. She would rather fill 
the shoes of one who has gone 
before her. 
"Before her” was Dr. Rod Henry 
— Schlawin is the newly-elected 
Winona State Inter Faculty 
Organization president. She was 
the only candidate for the two-
year position, but her description 
of the position may explain why no 
one else ran. 
More than once she said, "This is 
a tough job; it takes a lot of time 
and work. And there's no 
compensation for it — no extra 
pay, no class-release time." 
She said she hopes to do as good 
a job as Rod Henry did. "I have a 
great deal of respect for him and 
the terrific job he's done. It'll be 
hard to follow in his footsteps. He 
always seemed to have the time 
and energy to give 100 percent for 
so many things," said Schlawin. 
As effusive she is when talking 
Judy Schlawin 
about the past president, she is 
guarded when talking about the 
new. She says she must be careful 
not to offend anyone. She refuses 
to criticize, saying, "I don't want to 
rehash old issues or past problems. 
Instead, I would rather step into 
the future positively." 
Schlawin has been an instructor 
at WSU for 19 years. She has been 
involved with the IFO's committee 
structure for at least 12 and has 
been its treasurer for the past two. 
She says this experience will 
help because she knows its 
structure and its people. From her  
past experiences she has also made 
some goals for herself as president. 
"First, I would like to establish a 
good working relationship with the 
administration. Second, I'd like to 
establish positive feelings from the 
faculty towards WSU, the 
administration and, most 
important, themselves. We have an 
excellent faculty here, and I'd like 
to increase awareness of that 
excellence." 
According 	to 	Schlawin, 
recognizing faculty members' 
achievements should be done both 
formally and informally. "It sounds 
like a small thing, but it really 
makes a difference. I'm hoping to 
keep up with the paperwork so I'll 
have time to do this." 
On a personal level, she says that 
becoming president means she will 
have to organize her time better 
for her classes and her family. "I 
don't want these responsibilities to 
suffer, either," she says. 
Tints and Toners f or $21:3.00 to S25.00 
To Change Color . Lighter or Darner '  
81 ch. Toners and Frosts for S45.001°345.00 
To Lighten to ilseAL,tteosi t,Bli cionvter 
C•Ilophanes for ST5.00 
Intense. bated Shine. 
Traesoirent Color 
84 PLAZA SQUARE 
452-1741 
Ai,p: Makeup In your colors taught pr01•„IOMIIy to aMance your Uesl 
lulu,•, to 0OmpNle your 1110$105 IOr 515.00 or with $ $15.00 minimum 
purchase of cosmetics. 
Bring your next roll of color print film to 
the bookstore and save on these film 
developing specials. 
Offer Good Through 9-19-83 
THE BOOKSTORE 
WINONA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Winona, Pin. 
$ 12-exposure roll 	now 219  
15-exposure roll 	now $ 2 69 $ 20-exposure roll 	now 3 19 
24-exposure roll 	now $3 69  $  36-exposure roll 	now 5 29 
iv) 	 MAN to* 
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To the Editor 
I would like to formally welcome 
the freshmen class of 1987 to 
Winona State University. 
The upcoming four years will be 
an important part in your 
educational and social 
development. Meeting new people, 
learning new concepts and ideas, 
understanding more about the 
world around you and on-hands 
experience are just a few things 
awaiting you. 
Entering a new environment 
may at first seem uncomfortable, 
but soon you'll find both the people 
and the atmosphere of the 
university and community 
enjoyable. The faculty, staff and 
administration are excellent and 
are almost always willing to set 
aside time to help the student. 
The foundation of every 
university rests on the students. If 
the students don't become involved 
in the university, the university 
isn't strong. A prerequisite for a 
prosperous university is 
involvement not only with the 
educational experience but also 
with the many other opportunities 
and events offered. 
There are over fifty student 
organizations on the campus and 
most are related to the many areas 
of study offered. There are also 
intramural sports and a variety of 
athletic teams. The athletic teams 
are as follows: football, cross-
country, golf, basketball, 
gymnastics, track and 	field, 
baseball, softball, tennis 	and 
volleyball. Cheerleading and pom-
pom squads also play an important 
part. 
There is also a university 
television station, 1300 watt radio 
station, literary magazine, 
philosophical magazine and a_ 
newspaper. Theatrical 
productions, forensics, band and 
chorus are also possible 
opportunities. 
The 	student 	government, 
Student Senate, helps aid in and 
makes decisions on policy 
concerning the student body. In 
early fall, there will be elections for 
six positions open to freshmen as 
freshmen senators. There are also 
non-elected non-senator positions 
on committees dealing with the 
student activity fee, academic 
affairs, public relations, legislative 
affairs and student services. 
The Winona community and area 
offer many leisure activities 
including hiking, movies, fishing, 
boating, swimming, skiing, skating 
and touring. These are just a few of 
the things which has made Winona 
a recognized "All-American City." 
Activities are great, but your 
primary concern should be your 
academics. Your study habits, how 
you budget your time and where 
you set your priorities will help 
mold your college life. The 
principal purpose of the university 
is "to open opportunities for its 
students to develop their abilities 
and to become constructive 
members of society." 
Don't make Winona State a 
"suitcase college" for you. The 
opportunities and activities are 
here and this is the stage in your 
life where a great step is taken in 
the development of your 
independence from home. 
Good luck and always feel free to 
ask any questions or direct your 
concerns to the members of the 
Student Senate located on the first 
floor of Kryzsko Commons. 
Sincerely yours, 
Brad Arndt 
Winona State Student 
Body President 
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Congratulations Class of 1987! 
You have made one of the most important and 
wisest decisions of your life. Your decision to get a 
college degree is, almost undisputably, your best 
investment in both your own future and the future of 
the nation. 
Sure, the thought of being close to broke for the 
next four years doesn't sound like much fun now, but, 
according to the U.S. Census Bureau, people 
completing four years of college can expect lifetime 
earnings averaging at least 40 percent higher than 
high school graduates. 
For men, a college degree can be the difference 
between $1.04 million and $1.39 million. (A man with 
a high school diploma, working full time year-round, 
will earn an average of $1.04 million from the time he 
starts working at age 18 until his retirement at age 
64, while a man with a four-year college degree will 
earn $1.39 million, according to a Census Bureau 
report.) 
For women, a high school graduate, working full 
time, can expect average lifetime earnings of 
approximatley $634,000, while a college graduate can 
expect to earn approximatley $846,000. 
The figures, which are only averages, were 
published in a report released three months ago 
called "Lifetime Earnings Estimates for Men and 
Women in the United States." 
According to census officials and professionals 
who track present employment prospects for college 
graduates, the report clearly demonstrates that 
there is a direct link between education and earning 
power. 
The census report, says an official of the American 
Council on Education, provides an incentive for the 
nation to invest more money in higher education. 
"It's good for the economy in many ways to have 
higher-earning citizens, and one way is that they pay 
more taxes," according to Robert Aaron, of ACE. 
"The report has substantiated what we have been 
saying for years — that despite short-term 
fluctuations in various job markets, higher education 
is a good investment for both individuals and the 
government." 
Attending Winona State further increases the 
value of the investment. 
Winona State offers its students a solid education 
at a relatively affordable price. For a state 
university, it's rather small — giving students the 
opportunity to become more than just a social 
security number in an instructor's grade book. It 
gives students the opportunity to become completely 
involved in shaping their education and their 
futures. 
Winona State, and the Winona community, 
recently welcomed a new president as well as a fresh 
sense of pride in the institution. 
Winona State has the distiction of being the oldest 
university west of the Mississippi River and a 
tradition of quality. 
Congratulations Class of 1987 — you've made a 
good choice. 
Welcome Class of 1987 
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The Winonan is accepting applications for 
salespersons for 1983-84 School Year 
Contact Cheryl Lattery or David Roble at the 
Winonan Office 457-5119 
•  ■ • FREE • ■ Pitcher of ■ 
■ Coke  
Open Daily 
4:00 p.m. ■ 
■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ • 
529 Huff • • FREE • 
■ Order of  • • Fries FREE DELIVERY 	• 	With Purchase of •  ■ Any Sandwich 
■ Expires 10.1-83 
Dining Room Sepcials 	■ 
Coupons Good in 	■1■■■■■■■■■■■■■ 
pit \ PA fa 
\ JON" 
With Purchase of 
Any Size Pizza 
Expires 10.1-83 
Welcome Back 
Students 
452-1234 
REMEMBER OUR 
50$ PITCHER 
SPECIAL 
EVERYDAY 4.8 p.m. 
• FREE ■ ■ Order of • • Garlic Toast • • • ■ ■ 
Dining Room Only ■ 
1 Coupon per order and 
per person per night 
With Purchase of 
Any Size Pizza 
Expires 10.1-83 
"Here's ooking at you:' VISIT THE Winona Glove Co. 
111111111111111111111MMIIIIMI•1111111111111111111 
ORIENTATION SPECIAL 	II 
10% off 
I 	All Purchases 
OFFER EXPIRES 
OCT. 1, 1983 
FACTORY OUTLET STORE 
412 — 416 E. SECOND STREET 
Gloves 
and a whole lot more 
Dress & work gloves, athletic gloves, purses & 
accessories, woolen caps & scarves, tube 
socks & sweat bands, dorm slippers & 
moocasins 
BUY DIRECT & SAVE!! 
Hours: 
Mon. - Sat. 9-5 
Sun. 12-5 
Special student rates on hair styles and cuts. 
At The Barbers we believe your hair 
shouldn't suffer from lack of funds. That's 
why we're offering special rates to students 
on hair styles, perms, colors and cuts. 
Our expert stylists can offer you a 
wide range of services—from the latest 
fashion cuts, partial and full perms, high-
lighting and coloring—to hair cuts that 
make a statement about who you are. 
Look your best. And impress someone. 
Call today for an appointment. • .4= 
13arbers 
ca;t1ist 
• smorMINIO 
=Barbers 
Hairstyling for Men & Women 
11117r.3 
Call For Appointment 
77 W. 3rd — 454-4900 
1159 Gilmore — 454-7880 
The Barbers Hairstyling for Men & Women Inc. - 
National Headquarters 
300 Industrial Blvd. N.E. • Minneapolis, MN 55413 
612/331-8500 
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Many rape victims college-age 
■ 
by Sharon Rooney 
Eighty-five percent of the rapes 
reported to Winona's Sexual 
Assault Crisis Aid center in 1981 
were "acquaintance rapes." The 
victims either knew their attackers 
or were dating them. 
According to Dotty Bellinger of 
SACA, a large percentage of these 
women are college-age, 17-25. 
Acquaintance rapes involve 
women who are assaulted by 
someone they were familiar with. 
This category involves a wide 
range of persons, including a date, 
a friend of a friend or just a 
recognizable person. 
Rape and sexual assault are two 
different classifications. Minnesota 
law defines sexual assault as any 
contact against the will of another 
person. 
According to SACA, 47 women 
were victims of sexaul assault in 
Winona in 1981. The Winona Police 
Department, however, has 
statistics that differ from SACA's. 
In 1981, five rapes were reported 
to the department. One was later 
determined unfounded and 25 
percent were cleared by arrest. 
If the investigation by the 
department proves that a rape or 
assault did not happen, then it is 
unfounded. Winona Police 
Sergeant David Knight said, "In 
the unfounded cases we are led to 
believe that the woman made a 
false report because her emotional  
needs were not being met and she 
needed recognition. Or it could be a 
form of revenge. Unfounded 
reports usually center around an 
emotional problem." 
Concerning 	the 	differing 
statistics, Knight feels that the 
department does not have as many 
acquaintance rapes reported to 
them as SACA. "SACA sees many 
more women. This could be 
because these women may not 
want to prosecute their attackers if 
they know them. Also, there is a 
misconception that police will bar 
prosecution just because the 
person knew her attacker." 
Traditionally, sexual assault was 
thought to be a crime of passion; 
new statistics prove the primary 
motivation for rape to be violence. 
It is categorized into three 
motivations: power, anger and 
sado-masochism. 
In most reported rapes where 
forcible sexual contact is used, the 
man is expressing anger. Sex is 
used as a weapon to inflict 
violence, humiliation and conquest 
on a victim. 
According to Kathy Maloney, a 
former WSU intern for SACA, this 
anger could be the result of 
anything, and it is not generated 
from the victim, rather toward the 
victim. The attacker needs to feel a 
sense of power. 
Bellinger noted that many men 
fantasize that the woman really 
wants to be raped. She blames the  
media, citing the example of the all-
too-familiar scene of a woman 
fighting her man off, then falling 
passionately into his arms. 
Bellinger said that rapists accept 
fantasy much more, and actually 
believe that the victim will enjoy 
it. 
Self-defense is a necessary 
precaution for women. According 
to Winona's Chief of Police Jack 
Sherer, "Mace is great." He said 
that Mace is not only legal in 
Minnesota, but that it provides a 
good means of protection. 
Knight said that several safety 
measures should be taken by 
women. "There is safety in 
numbers, avoiding dark places, 
staying in areas with people, 
parking cars in well-populated and 
well-lit areas and having keys in 
hand," said Knight. 
While Knight feels that Mace is 
an effective deterrent if properly 
used, he said it can create a false 
sense of security. He said that 
women must carry the Mace in 
their hands as opposed to leaving it 
in a purse. 
The problem with Mace is that 
studies show it may not have an 
effect on people under the 
influence of drugs or alcohol. 
Knight added. "There needs to be 
an awareness by everyone that this 
is a violent act and anyone can be a 
victim at any time."  
►■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■J • • 
"Prewashed Levi 505" $ 4189 u ■ ■■ 	 Prewashed Levi for Juniors 	 ■ • r  • 
• Red Tab Straight Leg Jeans Sizes 	5.15 	 • ■ ■ 
■ OPEN TO SERVE YOU: 	 • 
■ ■ 
of Winona, Inc. 	■ 
71 West 3rd Street 	■ 
Winona, Minnesota 55987 ■ 
■ ■ 
■ •  ■ ■■■■■■■■■■■ill■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■i 
Sunday 12.4 
Friday 9:30.9 
Daily 9:30.5 
Offer Expires Sept. 19, 1983 
Headquarters 
• Recycled Paper Products 
cards - mugs - t-shirts 
• Plus Lots More! 
Stop in - Say Hi! - We're glad you're here! 
ittabillp eta 
79 Plaza East 
454-4071 
FOR 
• Incense 
• Wall Decor 
• Jelly Belly 
• Crazy Books 
• 1928 Jewelry Co. 
• Flavored Popcorn 
• Blue Mountain Arts 
cards - calendars 
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kids korner 
PIZZA The Path offers safety 
N- O 
N
 A-
R-
11
 JE
T
  
S
T
.  
WE MAKE 'EM • YOU BAKE 'EM 
Homemade Pizzas • Submarines 
YOU'VE TRIED THE REST NOW SERVE THE BEST 
454.3934 
Westgate Shopping Mall 
WINONA 
Mon.-Sat. 10-10, Sun. 11-8 
%
J.
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p
)
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T
,  
,) 0 
ca t 
—tL 
W 
I- '..1 0 
L 
ONWX WEll- Libit.ARY c 5Y 7 .5 LiCSRA 
0 RICHARDS 44 fq u_ 	T,c■ Ho SE 
0 50M sE +mu__ 	■itip 57-'05e_F-4-1 NALL 
i) CON WAY HALL 	CO -7-ER A L- 
qi)HE P_ITAGC PT5 • 3cI+'+P€ L  
the path" 
WHATEVER THE 
REASON COME TO 
FOUR SEASONS  
157 East 3rd St. 	452.6067 
• IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC BEERS 
AND WINES 
• KEGS 
We're the 
place to 
serve your 
partying 
needs! 
fr:`t\-\\;;,‘ The Path is a well-lit, safe route between Winona 
State and the College of St. Teresa. 
The idea for it was developed about two and a half 
years ago due to growing concern about sexual 
assaults. The Student Senate decided to fight back 
by establishing a route for the students who walk 
between the two colleges. 
The Path can be used by anyone who feels he/she is 
being followed or experiencing any kind of danger 
while walking between the two campuses. 
Objectives of The Path are to get students to walk 
together on one designated route, to get students to 
use a well-lit route, to provide refuge for those 
students who feel endangered and to encourage the 
citizens of Winona to offer help to those students. 
Citizens along the route can help by offering their 
homes as safe houses. A safe house is a home along 
the Sanborn-Wabasha route that can be used as a 
temporary refuge. A person can use the telephone to 
call someone for a ride or can stay at the safe house 
until the danger is past. 
Safe houses are identifiable by a green light bulb. 
When the light is on people using The Path can go to 
the home. The lights go on when it is dark and most 
remain on when the resident goes to bed, though 
some stay on all night. 
Unbelievable prices on 
Guitars and Accessories 
Like 
STRINGS 
1/2 Price 
Undlner Music 
115 E. 3rd - Plaza East 	 454.1500 
Yearly class offerings are not 
by Carolyn Goetzinger 
Ed. Note: The department in this 
story is used as an example only. 
A recent spot-check of Winona 
State's 1981-1982 and 1982-1983 
class schedules and the general 
catalog for 1981-1983 revealed nine 
discrepancies for the Business 
Administration and Economics 
Department alone. A random 
comparison for other departments 
had similar conclusions. 
For example, among Business 
Administration courses that are to 
be offered yearly, according to the 
general catalog, 322 Retailing and 
323 Purchasing were not offered 
this year and are not scheduled for 
next year. 
The head of the Business 
Administration and Economics 
Department, Michael Gieske, 
attributes this to, "Shortages of 
personnel and uncertainty of the 
personnel we're going to have next 
year is particulary unclear around 
Christmas time when the schedule 
has to be made out, so it is made 
out based on the basic needs for 
our program." 
"The catalog," Gieske said, 
"probably reflects more goals of 
offerings than actual possibilities. 
There is room for additional 
courses to be offered, as we have 
increased staffing," Gieske said. 
"At this point, it looks as if, in fact, 
we will have increased staffing, 
and there will be additional courses 
offered," he added. 
According to Gieske, the staffing 
problem has to do with changes in 
business courses. Currently, he 
estimates that there are close to 
700 students majoring in business 
administration and/or economics. 
Credit 	hour 	wise, 	the 
department has experienced an 
increase in the past year. As a 
result, Gieske says his department 
lost staffing positions because it 
was not increased to meet the new 
demands. 
The problem is probably most 
acutely felt in the economic 
concentration 	area. 	Gieske 
explained that the economic staff 
has had to devote "a fair amount" 
of its time to cover added business 
courses. 
11••••••••••••••• 
•• 	ota • 
mU 	—t 11 T.D. &d. 452.9991 41. 
■ Winona ■ 
• FREE • 
• BIG COOKIE 
• With Sandwich Purchase • 
• Expires 5-31.84 
1.1111111•1•11111-11••1111.1111•• ■ 
For students majoring in 
economics, that means courses like 
404 International Trade, 415 
Economic Development and 420 
Labor Economics are not offered as 
frequently as the general catalog 
says they will. These electives are 
to be offered yearly, but were not 
available this year nor are they 
slated next year. 
Many students may be fearful 
that this catalog discrepancy may 
prevent them from graduating on 
schedule. However, Gieske said, 
"We have never had any students 
come close to not graduating 
because they could not get a 
particular course." 
Despite a warning in the class 
schedules that, "there will be no 
deviation from the printed Class 
Schedule unless approved in 
writing by the department chair-
person and the appropriate dean," 
Gieske said, "We have made 
substitutions where necessary." ■••••••••••••••10I ■ 
•  
•  
•  ■ • ■ ■ ■ 
•  
•  
■ • ■ a 
41t: 
4. Oen ivo. 
in w. ad. 4524991 
Whim 
0)n. 
20% OFF 
ANY SANDWICH 
Expires 5.31-84 
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SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING 
A confidential, non-judgemental clinic for family 
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For 
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to 
5:00. 
64 1/2 W. 5th 	452.4307 
of 
Senior 
fiATuAf 
Complete 
Women-Men-Children 
Beauty Spot 
Shear Design 
One Of /h e :-7,-. 4,31 in 
Modern -llairsiyfiny 
Beauty 
Service 	 . /- 
•, _ 
('-' 	alk 	40 	111) Citizen Discount 	• 
NE US 
ANI; f RATH UNITED WITH SCIENCE 
. 
+-.., 
Al 
452-9471 
128E 3 ST 	WINONA 
A Welcomed Savings 
Professional "no-frills" dry cut 
$550 only 	v 	(Offer expires Oct. 1) 
Atkk. , _--, Tlik■N‘Altklo ...._ 	_ 	- 
PrA 	Welcome To W.S.U. Specials 
rve 	
Wednesday & Thursday 
September 7 & 8 
,A 	
Batter Fried 
Fish Sandwich 79° 
fir 	
Chef Salad $ 1 .00 
Try our Dairy Bar - For a Cool treat on a Hot day! 
TRY OUR BRAND 
Across From WSU r9r 
•
505 Huff St. 	
,, 
) 
OF SAVING 41 
0 
,4)) dr t. ,„,..,., 4 
lel I IVIMIV ) 
Problem Pregnancy Counseling 
Confidential professional counseling and 
support services are provided at no charge 
throughout pregnancy. Housing placement is 
available. Call Catholic Social Services 454-2270. 
120 West Second 	454-2270 
3rd & Walnut 
Downtown 
454.2173 
Check Out 
Chico's 
Game Room 
Main Office - 4th & Main St. 
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Freshman 
Orientation 
Schedule 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 7 
9 a.m.-3 p.m. Student Senate Office Open 
House (Somg, Kryzsko Commons) 
11:30 a.m. 	Campus Tours 
Afternoon 	Lake Activities 
7 p.m.-10 p.m. Open Swim & Gym 
(Memorial Hall) 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8 
7 p.m. 	Movie 
FRIDAY., SEPTEMBER 9 
Open Night 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 
9 p.m. 	Dance (East Cafeteria, 
Kryzsko Commons) 
WELCOME TO WINONA 
* Savings plans - one for every 
size saver 
* 24 hour banking with Instant 
Cash available at 175 locations 
in 5 states 
Mil Norwest Bank Winona, N.A. 
NORIVEST  
M 
 BANKS 
I 
HOURS AND LOCATIONS 	 Member FDIC 
Fourth & Main Streets — 457-1300 
Mon. - Thurs. 	 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM 
Friday 	 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM 
34th Ave. & Service Dr. — 457-1390 	 Third & MainSt. — 457-1380 
LOBBY 	 DRIVE-UP 
Mon. - Thurs. 	9:00 AM to 5:00 PM 	7:45 AM to 5:30 PM 
Friday 	 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM 7:45 AM to 8:00 PM 
Saturday 9:00 AM to 12 Noon 9:00 AM to 12 Noon 
24 Hour INSTANT CASH At All Locations 
457.1300 
We are glad you have made the 
decision to further your education in 
Winona. 
We would like to do business with 
you. We have a host of services to 
choose from including: 
*Checkability - simple checking 
plans designed with you in mind 
Ifill► 111111 
MINN 
NORWEST BANKS 
1111111111111 
MN•1111 
Member FDIC 
Since 1855 
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CergrAdel 
75 Plaza East 
Welcomes You to 
SAVINGS 
$5. 0Ooff Lee, Zena, Flirt, 
Gant Jeans, Pants, and 
Cords 
$5. 00 off any Sweater 
Crazy Horse, Bonnie & Bill, 20 Ann's, 
Gant, Izod, College, etc. 
Offer Ends Sept. 30, 1983 
P.S. Please present this ad with purchase 
— Excluding Sale Items — 
M 
M 
N 
S 
N 0 
x 
Make the connection 
(3M-8710© 
909 W. Fifth Street 
01983 Domino's Pizza, In 
$2.00 off any 16" large 
pizza 
One coupon per pizza 
Expires: 10/2/83 
Fast, Free Delivery" 
909 W. Fifth Street 
Phone: 454-6700 
35161 / 1940 
(o) 
0 O. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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KQAL Schedule 
Saturday 
6-9 
9-9:30 
9:30-12 
12-12:30 
12:30-1 
1-1:30 
1:30-5 
5-5:30 
5:30-6 
6-6:30 
6:30-7 
7-7:30 
7:30-10 
10-10:30 
10:30-12 
12-12:30 
12:30-2 
Sunday 
6-9 
9-9:30 
9:30-12 
12-12:30 
12:30-1 
1-1:30 
1:30-5 
5-5:30 
5:30-6 
6-6:30 
6:30-7 
7-7:30 
7:30-10 
10-10:30 
10:30-12 
12-12:30 
12:30-2 
Monday 
6-9 
9-9:30 
9:30-12 
Wake Up Winona 
Caravans 
Big Band 
Winona Week In Review 
Big Band 
Deutsche-Welle 
Concert Hall 
Sound Track 
AP World of Sound 
Evening Update 
Evening Update 
Evening Update 
Sportsline 
Rock 
Revolution Rock 
Rock 
Rock 
Rock 
Wake Up Winona 
Jazz History 
Big Band 
Winona Week Ahead 
Big Band 
Deutsche-Welle 
Concert Hall 
Sound Tracks 
Winona Lecture Hall 
Evening Update 
Evening Update 
Evening Update 
Sportsline 
Silly Sunday and 
Sunday Night Softly 
Silly Sunday & Sunday 
Night Softly 
Week Ahead 
Sunday Night Softly 
Wake Up Winona 
Melody Time 
Jazz 
	
12-12:30 	Dateline 
12:30-1 	Jazz 
1-1:30 	Winona Concert Hall 
1:30-5 	Classical 
5-5:30 	Writers Voice 
5:30-6 	Evening Update 
6-6:30 	Dateline 
6:30-7 	Evening Update 
7-7:30 	Express It 
7:30-10 	Express It 
7:30-10 	Rock 
10-10:30 	Tracking Force 
10:30-12 	Rock 
12-12:30 	Melody Time 
12:30-2 	Rock 
Tuesday 
6-9 	Wake Up Winona 
9-9:30 	Arm Chair 
9:30-12 	Jazz 
12-12:30 	Dateline 
12:30-1 	Jazz 
1-1:30 	Music Heluetica 
1:30-5 	Classical 
5-5:30 	Henry Hull Show 
5:30-6 	Evening Update 
6-6:30 	Dateline 
6:30-7 	Evening Update 
7-7:30 	Express It 
7:30-10 	Rock 
10-10:30 	Arm Chair 
10:30-12 	Rock 
12-12:30 	Grab Bag 
12:30-2 	Rock 
Wednesday 
6-9 	Wake Up Winona 
9-9:30 	Jazz Analogy 
9:30-12 	Jazz 
12-12:30 	Dateline 
12:30-1 	Jazz 
1-1:30 	German Collage 
1:30-5 	Classical 
5-5:30 	Across The Atlantic 
5:30-6 	Evening Update 
6-6:30 	Dateline 
6:30-7 
7-7:30 
7:30-10 
10-10:30 
10:30-12 
12-12:30 
12:30-2 
Thursday 
6-9 
9-9:30 
9:30-12 
12-12:30 
12:30-1 
1-1:30 
1:30-5 
5-5:30 
5:30-6 
6-6:30 
6:30-7 
7-7:30 
7:30-10 
10-10:30 
10:30-12 
12-12:30 
12:30-2 
Friday 
6-9 
9-9:30 
9:30-12 
12-12:30 
12:30-1 
1-1:30 
1:30-5 
5-5:30 
5:30-6 
6-6:30 
6:30-7 
7-7:30 
7:30-10 
10-10:30 
10:30-12 
12-12:30 
12:30-2 
Evening Update 
Express It 
Rock 
Classic Album Review 
Rock 
Rock Fusion 
Rock 
Wake Up Winona 
Newsweek FM 
Jazz 
Dateline 
Jazz 
Radio Nederland 
Classical 
Henry Hull Show 
Evening Update 
Dateline 
Evening Update 
Express It 
Rock 
Newsweek FM 
Rock 
Acetate Review 
Rock 
Wake Up Winona 
Folk Waves 
Jazz 
Dateline 
Jazz 
Classical Showcase 
Classical 
Grab Bag 
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Sept. 7 Dance to the 
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$3.00 Cover 
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Mon.-Sat. 3-7 p.m. 
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Second Look 
by Greg Abbott 
 
Michaels Boot Barn & Shoe Repair 
452 -8870 	 1 64 E. 3rd 	Downtown 
Living Without Soap 
"I can't take Comp. at noon 'cause I'll miss A ll My Children." — Voice 
at registration. 
Hearing a person arrange a schedule in order to watch a trashy 
television soap opera makes me cringe. Why do people watch this 
garbage? The shows reek of bad acting, predictable scripts and an 
infinite, repeating plot: 
John is married to Mary who is fooling around with Dick who is 
really married to Julie who is actually Mary's aborted daughter who 
lived and has her own son, Ted who is fooling around with John. 
In about a year's time everyone has gone to bed with everyone else 
in the show. And still the soap addicts watch! 
The soaps are always set in a super-rich setting where visitors are 
greeted with "have a martini" instead of "hello." 
The shows are full of stereotypes and discrimination. How many 
minorities are in soap operas? If blacks are shown, are they portrayed 
as butlers or nannys or "servant help?" Each show centers around 
upper-class whites who lie through their teeth and live in mansions 
without bathrooms. 
Have you ever seen a bathroom in any episode? Have you seen a car 
under $10,000? And have you ever seen an UGLY woman? I mean an 
obese, short, ugly woman in curlers waking up in the morning with bad 
breath. 
I know how soaps got their name — they leave a bad taste in my 
mouth like I had just ate a bar of soap. At least some have fitting 
names. 
All My Children: Everybody will probably end up related to each 
other anyway. 
Another World: It certainly isn't this world. 
Loving: It's probably all that the characters do. 
I'm waiting for a soap opera about human beings. If I want to watch 
rich people screw around and waste money, I'd go to a lawyers' 
convention or visit Congress in session. I want a normal, realistic 
show, where the babies scream and cry, people belch after dinner, a 
family eats hamburger instead of steak and lobster, and the characters 
have to go to their jobs and work. All in the Family and M*A*S*H 
came close, and look at how good these shows were! 
But why DO people watch soap operas — to escape into a fantasy 
world? To watch handsome men and women? Or to see how people get 
in and out of their tangled lovelives? 
If you watch them for any of these reasons, consider taking the 
Greek mythology class taught by Dr. Cowgill. It can offer you an 
escape into a fantasy world of handsome men and women full of 
intricate sexual misconduct. A serious soap opera watcher shouldn't 
pass up this soap. It's been around for centuries and contains 
everything that a soap can offer at a more intelligent level. 
So peel yourself away from the tube once and try reading some 
mythology, playing some frisbee or doing anything to get this soap 
opera trash off the airwaves. 
Tune in next week to see if Abbott can reply to thousands °nth 
soap fans and still manage to keep his job for more than two weeks. 
$10.00 
Off 
Reg. Price 
Hours:8:30-5 M-Th & Sat. BACK TO SCHOOL SALE STARTS FRIDAY 8:30.9 Fri. 
$5.00 
Off 
Sale 
Merchandise 
Expires 
Sept. 30, 1983 
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T Italian-American RESTAURANT 722 BLUFFVIEW CIRCLE 
Phone 452-4750 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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Winona State 
University Campus 
Newspaper. Inquire at 
113 Phelps Hall, WSU 
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Wed., Sept. 7 
Thurs. Sept. 8 
Fri. Sept. 9 
Sat. Sept. 10 
at 7:00 P.M. 
Sun. Sept. 11 
at 6:30 P.M. 
Wed. - Thurs. Special 
Bring This Coupon and get 
2 Admissions for the price of one 
C, 
Between the lines 
by Greg Abbott 
The Freshmen Survival Manual 
There are some things that a good orientation program forgets to 
teach the freshmen and transfer students. I'm not putting down the 
orientation leaders — they teach the necessities of getting around on 
campus, meeting new friends and singing "Hail Winona." (How does it 
go?) 
There isn't enough time to teach everything to the new students at 
Winona State, so I have listed a few more pointers to help out. 
Lesson 3 
Leave l/2 of Your Possessions at Home 
Remember that your dorm room is about as big as a walk-in closet, 
and only half of it is yours. The other closet and bed are not a spare in 
case you want to invite people over. 
Lesson 8 
Don't Ride the Bike Trail at Twilight 
Noticing the bike trail as I came into town, I decided to give it a try 
after supper. It was fun playing live video games — night driver. This 
is when you ride your bike 30 mph around the trail trying to swerve 
around people without falling into the lake. When I was done, I biked 
bask to the dorm, noticing as I went under a street light, that my arms, 
legs and face were covered with little, dead bugs. 
Lesson 9 
Don't Put Colors With Whites 
Situation: I didn't have too much laundry and there was only one 
open washer. I managed to stuff all of the clothes into the washer and 
thought I was quite intelligent for saving 50 cents. Problem: I now 
have blue towels and blue underwear. 
Lesson 12 
Don't Go To Lake Parties at Night Unless Dressed in Mosquito Netting 
Have you ever tried to drink a beer while slapping mosquitoes? 
Have you ever tried to start a conversation while slapping yourself 
every 30 seconds? Get the picture? 
Lesson 99 
Don't Miss This Column 
(I have to get readers somehow.) 
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WOMEN'S 8. BOYS' 
2499 
TRADEHOME 
52 E. 3rd — 452-9066 — MASTERCARD — VISA 
Mon.-Thurs. 9.5, Fri. 9.9, Sat. 9.5 
Hardee's of Winona, that's who! 
Now all of you night owls whoo 
are out late and hungerin' for some 
Best Eatin'Tm will be glad to know 
Hardee's is now open until 2 a.m., every 
night of the week! 
So next time you're looking for something 
good to eat, make a wise decision and stop 
in at Hardee's. . .now open 'til 2 a.m. every night! 
z 
BEST EAT1N'All. AROUND" 
One of the WSU 18-hole frisbee golf courses. 
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Athletes gear up for successful season 
by John Paul Schaller 
When the 1983-84 school year 
begins on September 8, a group of 
students will have already been 
studying vigorously for two or 
three weeks. However, these 
students have not been studying 
text books. 
Instead these students have 
been studying plays, formations 
and opposing teams in an effort to 
give Winona State a successful 
athletic program. 
These students are the members 
of the WSU varsity football and 
volleyball teams and are just a 
small part of the WSU athletic 
program. 
Both the football team and the 
volleyball team start practice two 
or three weeks before fall quarter 
classes. 
Football Coach Myron Smith 
said he feels that with 21 seniors 
returning this season the potential 
for a very competitive football 
team is present. "It depends on 
how far the kids want to go," Smith 
said. 
He felt that this fall's schedule, 
which may include a game played 
in the Metrodome, is WSU's 
strongest ever. 
Smith also said that some 
changes and additions in the 
coaching staff may be made, and 
that he feels that more personel 
could be the difference between a 
good and bad season. 
Smith's 	main 	concern 	is 
replacing defensive tackle Jim 
Althoff, who was lost due to 
graduation, in the defensive line 
and offensive linemen Rick Lilla 
and John Haffale. 
Incoming freshmen and transfer 
students are also expected to play 
a large role this season. 
"They will provide added depth 
to our team and are also expected 
to help us in our speciality areas," 
Smith said. 
This year's captains will be 
defensive lineman. Dan Heil and 
linebacker Scott Opfer for the 
defense and offensive tackle Jim 
Krupke and receiver Leif Nelson 
for the offense. 
Nelson, who will be a senior, 
took All-American honors last 
season. 
Varsity 	volleyball 	coach 
LaVonne Fiereck is optimistic 
about the upcoming season, but 
said, "We will be young again, just 
like last year." 
Young, however, does not mean 
inexperience. 
"Five out of six of our returning 
girls have varsity experience," 
Fiereck stated. 
With one senior, three juniors 
and two sophomores returning, 
Fiereck will have the nucleus of 
last seasons team returning this 
fall. 
She has invited 29 freshmen for 
practice camp and expects some of 
them to fill in on the varsity line 
up. 
"We are looking primarily for a 
girl to fill the secondary setters 
position," said Fiereck. 
Laurie Olson, a 5'4" setter from 
Seneca, Wi., may be the girl to fill 
the opening. 
Fiereck has seen Olson play and 
feels that she may be just the girl 
to fill out the starting six. 
Last year's returners include 
senior Beth Walker, juniors Ronda 
Goetz, Jenny Hein and Kelly King 
and sophomores Susan Dehn and 
Kim Martin. 
Martin is the only returner who 
did not see varsity action last year, 
but did improve her game 
substantially at the junior varsity 
level. 
Other freshmen that Fiereck is 
looking to to help include Cindy 
Osmundson, Mapleton, and Brenda 
Mischock, Sheboygan Falls, Wi. 
Of course, there are always 
those girls who will be pleasant 
surprises because they have the 
desire. 
Other fall varsity sports include 
golf and cross country. The coaches 
for these sports were unavailable 
for comment. 
Varsity sports for the winter 
include women's gymnastics. 
Last 	season, 	the 	WSU 
gymnastics team finished fourth in 
national competition, and, "This 
year's team has the potential 
talent to improve on last year's 
season, on individual as well as 
team finishes," said Varsity Coach 
Steve Juaire. 
Juaire said he feels this year was 
one of his best recruiting years 
ever. "We are bringing in seven 
strong freshman," stated Juaire. 
But, he cautions that the 
freshmen are untested and some 
may not handle the length of the 
season. 
Injuries may also be a factor in 
such a long season. 
"Last year Sylvia Ponce was 
injuried right before Nationals and 
the girls still pulled out a fourth 
place finish," said Juaire. 
Not bad, for competing without 
one of the best gymnasts in the 
nation. 
Last year's 6-1 record in dual 
meet competition was very 
impressive. The Warriors also won 
three invitationals and placed third 
in another. 
Juaire has four very strong girls 
returning, including Tracy Harvey, 
Shelly Calger, Mary Connely and 
two time All-American Jean 
Schuller. 
Juaire said he feels, "Most of the 
season depends upon the first 
three months (September, October 
and November). "Last year, after 
the first three months, we were in 
top form." 
Other winter sports include 
men's basketball coached by Jerry 
Nauman and women's basketball 
coached by Betty Kelly. 
Both coaches were unavailable 
for comment. 
As spring rolls around the 
baseball season begins, and Varsity 
Coach Gary Grob is optimistic 
about his team's chances this year. 
Grob also cautions, however, 
that, "It is to early to tell for sure 
Continued on Page 15 
Winona State frisbee golfers invade campus 
by Scott Brooks 
As spring time rolls around in 
Winona, the flying discs start to 
sail. Frisbee golfers invade the 
WSU campus trying to hit such 
objects as light poles, garbage 
cans, flower pots and tree stumps. 
On the WSU campus there are 
many variations of nine and 18 hole 
courses. One of the most commonly 
used is an 18 hole course that 
starts on the west side of Kryzsko 
Commons and travels past Somsen 
Hall, then around Memorial Hall 
and all the way into the Richards 
courtyard. 
On this course there are 
different pars for each hole. Some 
of the longer holes are par four or 
five while the remainder are par 
threes. 
The land mark you hit on each 
hole are as follows: One - tree, two -  
light pole, three - garbage can, four 
- tree, five - tree, six - garbage can, 
seven - fire hydrant, eight - tree, 
nine - steps on Memorial Hall, 10 -
garbage can, eleven - flower pot, 
twelve - rock, thirteen - stump, 
fourteen - tree, fifteen - tree, 
sixteen - tree, seventeen - light 
pole, eighteen - chain in the P-L 
turn around. 
Frisbee golfing goes on at all 
hours of the night and day. Some 
golfers even play at three or four in 
the morning to avoid the crowds. 
There is also an official nine hole 
course down by Lake Winona with 
catch baskets. 
That course starts on the south 
side of the big lake and works 
around to Community Memorial 
Hospital. 
The hole numbers and pars are 
marked by signs at the beginning 
of each hole. 
Proper use of time is important in your 
classwork. Make sure it's the Correct 
Time with a precision quartz watch 
from 
kgoy -qts 
'teirr63plazaEas, 
Present this ad and your Student I.D. and get 
10% Off 
Any watch in our store 
(Offer good through September 30,1983) 
We also specialize in 
expert watch and 
jewelry repairs 
See our complete 
selection from 
Seiko 
Pulsar 
Bulova 
Caravelle 
f Hairy 
Hut  
The Staff of Hair Hut 
Welcomes 
WSU Students 
Back To Winona 
Shampoo & Cut 
$6.50 
Perms 
Starting at $24.50 
Serving You Professionally 
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6:30 p.m. 
Sat. by appointment 
120 W. 4th 
Behind Hardees 
454.2450 
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Bluffs offer adventure, entertainment 
self — mind and body — to get 
there." 
Herdrich, a senior at Winona 
State, is just one of an increasing 
number of bluff climbing 
enthusiasts. According to Michael 
Thern, who lives at the base of 
Sugar Loaf, there has always been 
R & R Sports 
SAVINGS COUPONS 
ANY BACKPACK IN STOCK 
Wide selection of styles and 
colors starting at $14.95 ea. 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS! 
11.....=mmismnno....mmemealmmmoamaammi1 
I 	 I ANY PURCHASE 1 4 I% / 	 I 
1 i U /0 OFF 	STOREWIDE 	I Brand name shoes, t-shirts,  warm-ups, jackets, etc. 	" I 	 with coupon I Good thru 9.24-83 	. 
llowsimmommoommumponwEllomemommusimmoli11 
*Coupon Not Valid on Sale Items 
Mon.-Thurs. 
9.5:30 
Fri. 9.9 
Sat. 9.5 
217 E. 3rd 
Welcome Back 
Students!  
a lot of traffic on Sugar Loaf, but it 
is steadily on the increase. This is 
the season of its popularity. 
Sugar Loaf was formed by 
limestone quarrying in the 1800's. 
In May 1950, the Wenonah Chapter 
of the Daughters of the American 
Revolution presented Sugar Loafs 
deed to the city, to retain the hill as 
a permanent landmark. 
"People are getting increasingly 
fitness oriented and around 
Winona what better way to enjoy 
the outdoors," said Thern. Sugar 
Loaf and local climbing sports are 
convenient, physically attractive, 
challenging and the trails are 
pretty well maintained by the 
numerous climbers who travel 
them. 
Thern grew up near the bluffs in 
Winona, and has been doing 
serious rock climbing for about 
twenty years, including going to 
climbing school in Wyoming. He 
enjoys climbing because of "the 
thrill of doing something that has 
an element of danger and 
adventure to it." 
This danger factor, stressed 
Thern, can not and should not, be 
underestimated. Though there 
have been relatively few accidents 
in the past few years, one should 
always be aware of the possibility 
of falling. 
According to Thern, "The 
potential is there for accidents 
because I see people, mostly young 
college students, climbing up 
Sugar Loaf and doing things that 
are potentially dangerous." 
Bob Welch, director of Parks and 
Recreation in Winona, said there 
are no ordinances against climbing 
Sugar Loaf, though there are No 
Trespassing signs posted. All 
climbing is "at your own risk," said 
Welch. 
SFC Charles Taylor, (former 
WSU Military Science instructor), 
believes that people should not 
attempt to do any rock climbing 
without getting any formal 
instruction, "I'm not saying don't, 
I'm saying, I don't recommended 
it," said Taylor. It's best to get 
good instruction, that's why people 
get killed, because they haven't 
had proper training." 
Taylor has eight years of rock 
climbing experience. He has 
taken the guide course at 
Whittenau, Germany, which is 
recognized world wide as one of the 
best climbing/guide schools. Taylor  
taught 	rock 	climbing 	and 
rappelling techniques to students 
in WSU's Adventure Training II 
course. 
Thern agrees with Taylor, but 
said that this presents problems 
because there is not a climbing 
school in the area. "I recommend 
that even if you start out on your 
own, as a beginner you should keep 
your head about you and do things 
as reasonably as possible," said 
Thern. 
Anne McLoraine a senior at 
WSU, said that the important 
things in climbing are being aware 
of your capabilitiess and not being 
forced into climbing a bluff just 
because your friends have done it. 
"You should always know what 
you're physically and mentally 
capable of," said McLoraine. "Part 
of the thrill of climbing is the trust 
you have to develop in yourself and 
the other people you're with." 
Climbers should also be cautious 
of loose limestone, noted both 
Taylor and Thern. "One thing that 
is bad about Sugar Loaf," said 
Taylor, "is that there is a lot of 
loose limestone and when people 
go for a handhold, it comes out in 
their hand." Thern also said that 
the limestone is not solid enough to 
put climbing hardware into. 
Because of this, Thern said the 
only really safe climbing method to 
use around the Wincna area is top-
climbing. With top climbing there 
is no lead climber; the rope is 
anchored to rock outcrops or trees 
at the top of the bluff. A person 
may remain at the top to assist 
other climbers up, and/or people 
may rappell down the side of the 
bluff. 
According to Taylor, "There are 
ways of doing free climbing, but 
many of your better climbers don't 
solo without a rope." 
by Carolyn Goetzinger 
It's just awesome!" said Laura 
Herdrich, "You get such an 
unbelievable natural high when 
you're standing at the top of Sugar 
Loaf, 500 feet above the city, and 
you realize you've used your entire 
`We do it all for YOU 
1 620 Service Drive 
Athletes 
Continued from Page 13 
who we'll have." 
He said he feels this year his 
pitching will be the strong point of 
his ball club. 
Pleasant 	additions 	to the 
Warriors will be Pete Johnson and 
John Weiscup, mainstays on Grob's 
1982 Warrior pitching staff. Their 
plans and eligibility are 
questionable as of yet, however. 
"We lost some top notch people 
to graduation and we will be 
looking to some of last year's junior 
varsity ballplayers to replace 
them," Grob said. 
Chris Mosson, Brent Gaustad, 
Scott Morcomb, Duane Vike and 
Kip Krzmarzick are some of the 
players that Grob will be looking to 
next year to fill up the open 
positions on the varsity. 
Grob's returners from last year 
include pitcher/first baseman Tim 
Riedl, outfielder Al Heimer and 
designated hitter Brian Barnholdt. 
Grob said these three will 
provide a good nucleus for his ball 
club. 
Steve Juaire, head coach of the 
WSU women's softball team, 
stresses offense as being the key 
for his team this year. 
Last year's team, which qualified 
for the national tournament, only 
has to replace a second baseman 
and a shortstop. 
"Our pitching is definitely our 
strong piont," said Juaire, who has 
all of his pitchers returning. 
"Last year's top three pitchers 
had a combined earned run 
average of just over 1.00," Juaire 
said. 
Consistency in the Warriors 
hitting attack was a weak point 
last year. 
"We had the runners in scoring 
position, but we just did not get the 
key hits," Juaire said. 
He said he has the girls needed 
to have an excellent season and 
believes that his team can compete 
with any other team if it improves 
their hitting. 
Juaire has also recruited two 
freshmen pitchers to aid last year's 
staff. 
Other spring varsity sports 
include track, tennis, and women's 
tennis. 
Coaches for these sports were 
unavailable for comment. 
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10% Off 
ALL SHOES 
Largest selection of athletic 
footwear, running gear, rackets 
& balls in the area. 
SPORTS-IN-STORE 
3rd & Franklin 	454.2442 
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COUPON 
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SAA*WS GIZTAA 
• PIZZA • PAN STYLE PIZZA 
• DELI SANDWICHES • ITALIAN DINNERS' 
2nd & Johnson • Across from the M.Q. 
CALL NOW! 
454-3403 
or 
452-9922 
FAST HOT DELIVERY 
One of the largest pizza delivery 
systems in S.E. Minnesota 
featuring a Free Quart of Pop 
with every on campus order. 
The Original Free Quart! 
All You Can Eat Night... 
every Monday from 4:00 - 8:00 
for just $3.59 plus tax. 
Featuring all types of pizza, 
garlic toast and beverage. 
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Intramurals let everyone 
by John Schaller 
	 quarter. 
Intramural 	Director 	Steve 
Juaire, also has a number of special 
With the start of the 1983-84 events and tournaments planned 
school year many incoming which will be posted and offered 
freshmen, transfer students and throughout the school year. 
others are anxious to become 	Juaire said, "In addition to our 
involved in their respective regularly scheduled events, we 
schools' 	intramural 	activities also offer a number of open 
program. facilities which include the weight 
Winona State offers numerous room, swimming pool, racquetball 
intramural activities for students courts and open gym for tennis and 
who are interested in such basketball. 
activities. 	 If there are any questions about 
Intramural activities offered in intramural activities students are 
the fall include flag football, which encouraged to call the intramural 
is offered to both men and women, office at 457-5214. The office is 
women's volleyball and ultimate located in the basement of 
frisbee, which is a coed activity. 
There will also be a coed flag 
football tourney held during home-
coming week. 
Winter activities include men's 
and women's basketball, co-
recreational broomball and co-
recreational volleyball. 
Activities which are offered 
during the spring are men's and 
women's softball and men's 
volleyball. A coed softball 
tournament will also be one of the 
events offered during the spring 
The Winonan is 
looking for hard 
working 
individuals to do 
photography, 
writing and 
typing for the 
Winona State 
University 
Campus 
Newspaper. 
Inquire at 
113 Phelps 
Hall, WSU 
get involved rd 
0 
Memorial Hall. 	 c 
Schedules and sign-up sheets  
will be posted on bulletin boards Z 
next to the raquetball courts in 
Memorial Hall also. A $1 fee will be 
charged for each team member. 
The intramural department 
indicates it is also looking for 
	HARDSHELL TACOS 
For Only 39° 
No Limit 
HOURS: Mon.-Thurs. 11-1:30 a.m. 
Fri. & Sat. 11.2 a.m. 
Sun. 11-11 p.m. 
COUPO 
DAY or NIGHT 
Stop In Anytime 
Food- Beverage-Video- Pool 
I Nil ' i 	i 
Free0 	 et, wait 
vo0-- 4,114,. ic 
-4" 	 N. 
BAR & CAFE 
HAPPY HOUR 
3.5:30 P.M. 	Monday-Friday 
MONDAY 
Marguita Night 
8-12 p.m. 
THURSDAY 
Special Price On All The 
Beer You Can Drink 
8-12 p.m. 
TUESDAY 
Low Prices 
on Pitchers 
8-12 p.m. 
SATURDAY 
MORNING 
Bloody Mary Special 
9-12 a.m. 
WEDNESDAY 
2 for 1 
Bar Pour Only 
8-12 p.m. 
SUNDAY 
Low Prices on Pitchers 
During Football Games 
Just 2 Blocks East of the M.Q. 
SUNSHINE 
BAR & CAFE 
79 E. 2nd 	454-7772 
experienced, competent officials 
for all activities. Anyone 
interested should pick up a 
Student Work Application Form at 
the intramural office. Applicants 
do not need to be eligible for the 
Work Study Program and will 
receive $3.35 per hour for their 
efforts. 
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